Introduction
Throughout this paper we will assume that all groups are contained in some fixed but arbitrary universe. Thus the class £) of all groups becomes a set. If X is a class of groups then we assume that 1 e X and if H = Ge£ then H eX. German capitals will be used to denote classes of groups.
We will use an extended form of the notation for closure operators on the set of all classes of groups introduced by Hall in [1] . If H is any set, let -^(H) be the set of all subsets of H. Further since 8P is a set it is clear that there exists an ordinal a such that A" = A* + * = A*. Thus it follows that A* is a closure operator and is the least closure operator B such that A ^ B.
We will use small capitals to denote operators on the set of all classes of groups (in a given universe) and Roman capitals to denote operators on ^(^(K)) for some set K.
In this paper we are concerned with operators derived from various types of local systems. [2] Local systems in groups 427 DEFINITION We remark that in our definition of a local system we are following Hartley [2] . In [4] Kuros requires every local system to be upper-directed.
It follows immediately from the definition, that
and hence for all ordinals a
It is well known that L = L* and L U X = L*X if X -sX, where GesX if and only if G is a subgroup of some 3t-group. In [3] Hickin showed that L u < L*. The first aim of this paper is to show that the inequalities in (1) and (2) are all strict, with the exception that L t * = L* and also that A" < A"" 
(vi) Lt = C Thus, in particular, the operators L t , L U and L W are not closure operators and L t * = L* < L* < L* = L . In Section 2 of the paper we prove some purely set theoretic lemmas required for the proof of Theorem A while in Section 3 we develop the necessary translation into group theory.
This investigation was sparked off by the question as to whether the class £ s , the class of all groups G in which the set of all serial subgroups of G forms a complete sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups of G, is L-closed. This question arose from the work of Hartley in [2] where he showed that fi s contains all use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018061 locally finite groups. We have been unable to completely decide this question but we will prove the following results in Section 4. We remark that no such local theorem can hold for the classes fi n , fl d or £ a , consisting of all groups in which the set of all subnormal, ascendant or decendant subgroups, respectively, forms a complete sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups, since there exist locally nilpotent groups in which the join of two subnormal subgroups is neither ascendant nor descendant -see for example [7, Appendix D> Exercise 23].
If 3Jt v and 9K^ are the classes of groups with the minimum condition on all subgroups and all serial subgroups, respectively, then we will deduce the following extension of Theorem A of [2] as a corollary of Theorem B.
It is perhaps worth noting in contrast that an example in [2] shows that there are groups with the maximum condition on all subgroups which do not lie in fi s .
The set theory
We begin this section with 
PROOF, (iii) is just the contents of Lemma 1 of [3] , (ii) is easily seen to follow from the construction in [3] 
= {0} u{FuK F \Fe^},
so that 0 e i £ &>{K). Suppose now that Q, Re£\{0} and 2 £ R. Then Q = £ U K £ and i? == F U K r for some E, F e 3?, so K £ £ F u K F and so, use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018061 [4] Local systems in groups 429
Hence it follows that any weakly upper-directed local system which is contained in St must have at most one member distinct from 0 , so L W (J) = 2. and so L w *(.2) = £. However, 1 is a local system for X and K £ J and so 2. c L ( J ) , as required.
LEMMA 2.3. / / X is any set with \K.\ = K a /or some non-limit ordinal a ^ 1 f/iew f/iere exists a set J ^ ^(X) such that 0 e i and PROOF. We are indebted to the referee for the following proof which is much shorter than our original. By Theorem 1 on p. 451 of Sierpinski [7] there exists a set ^ £ &>(K) such that We remark that it is easy to see that if | K | ^ X o and J £ ^>(X) then L t (^) = L u (2) = L W (J) and so we certainly require | K | i> K t for Lemma 2.3 to hold.
The group theory
We begin with two lemmas, the first of which is proved in [3] except for the part concerning the operator L W which follows easily. Since, if Q # 0 , the groups f Q are not finitely generated the argument used by Hickin will not work in full for the operators L W and L . Also, since it is easy to see that L,(^3) => ty, the method of [3] will not decide precisely where the sequence L"(Q) terminates but only give a lower bound. For these reasons we establish the following lemma which avoids these difficulties at the expense of a further restriction on the cardinality of K. 
4>: K(2) f-» 4 ( Q ) and for all ordinals a and all 2 with
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PROOF. Since \K\ = K o we may assume that K is the set of all prime numbers. For each k e K let C k be a cyclic group of order k. If Q £ K let A Q be the restricted direct product of the groups C k with k e Q, so that A 0 = 1.
We first show that ^} = L^} . Since s $ is contained in the class of locally finite Abelian groups so is L*)3. But if GGL^J and has a Sylow p-subgroup of order greater than p then G has a subgroup H of order p 2 and so there exists a subgroup B of G containing H and isomorphic with A Q for some Q. This is a contradiction as the Sylow p-subgroup of B has order at most p. So if G e L^S then G is a locally finite Abelian group with Sylow p-subgroups of order at most p for each prime p. Thus Ge<P and ty = V<$.
We next show that if C ^ A Q and C ^ A R then g c R and C = A Q . For if p e Q then the Sylow p-subgroup of C has order p. But the Sylow p-subgroup of A R has order p or 1 depending on whether p e R or p $ R. Now since C ^ A R it follows that Q ^ R and C = /1 Q ^ ,4 K .
Hence if 3. is a set of ^-subgroups of A R then .2 c {^Q | Q c /?}. it is now easy to deduce that for each R £ K the map is a bijection from the set of all local systems J for R with 2. <=, SP onto the set of all local systems of ^-subgroups for A R which preserves the properties of being weakly upper-directed, upper-directed and a tower. Thus the lemma holds for a = 1 and the rest follows by induction.
The corollary below follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.2. Before proving Theorem A we establish one further lemma. PROOF. Since a subgroup of a group G which is generated by a finite or countable subset is at most countable, the set of all£) 0 -subgroups of G is an upperdirected local system for G and so L U ( O 0 ) = O .
We prove the second part by induction on a, the result being true by hypothesis if a = 0. Suppose now that a > 0 and L,"(£> 0 ) = fD e for all /? < a. Let (
and L t a < L," + 1 < t* all follow from Lemma 3.4 and the existence of groups of arbitrary cardinality.
(vi) We show that if X = L,*(X) then X = L U * ( £ ) whence L,* = L U * since we already have L t * g L U * . Suppose now that G e L U (X) and S£ is the set of 3£-subgroups of G. Now since X = t t *(X), u & e 3C for any nonempty tower 3~ s 3C.
Since G e L U (X) there exists an upper-directed local system 2. for G with J2 S 3C. Now by Zorn's Lemma G = u i e f and so GeX. Hence L U (X) = X and so L u*(£) = 3C, as required.
The class £ s
We begin with PROOF OF THEOREM B. Suppose that a group G has a weakly upper-directed local system 2. of £ s -subgroups, J f is a set of serial subgroups of G and J = <^f > = <H | H e JP>. We show first that J n Q ser Q for all g e J , i.e. J n Q is a serial subgroup of Q.
Let g e 2 . and j c e J n Q ^ J . 
Now
HjCiRserR for 1 ^ i ^ n and R e f i , , so Xseri? and so, since Q ^ R, KnQ ser Q. But, since H t * ^ H ; n R ^ J , x e X n Q ^ J n g . Thus J O g is the join of all its subgroups which are serial in Q e 2 S and so J n Q ser g . Hence by Lemma 1 of [2] , J ser G. Thus L W (£ S ) = £ s and so L W *(£ S ) = fi s .
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Finally if X = sX s £ s then L£ = L U 3£ and S O L J C^.
We will require one further lemma for the proof of Theorem C. Finally since 2R V = s9JT, Theorem B shows that L5R V C £,.
